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MNSWAP token is a token of a multi-cross-chain DeFi platform supporting Polygon, Binance
Smart Chain, Solana, Hashgraph, Avalanche, and Heco Chain within a single interface.
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What is MNSwap?
MNSWAP is a multi-cross-chain DeFi platform supporting Polygon, Binance
Smart Chain, Solana, Hashgraph, Avalanche, and Heco Chain within a single
interface.
Our functionality does not end there, MNSwap plans to be proactive in designing
and implementing new functions such multi-network swap in the DeFi ecosystem
in a single interface there by reducing cost and difficulty that comes with this
process.
MNSwap will create a revolution in the world of cryptocurrency with an innovative
blockchain combining all in one. Saving investors cost and improved DeFi security.

Why MNSwap?
MNSwap is the first token ever introduced in the cryptocurrency industry, that has
tied all blockchain networks together. It is important to know that every crypto wallet
today has various cryptocurrency in it. What if you can swap your bitcoin to SHIBA
in one click? Isn’t that interesting? Without a doubt, this platform is a revolution in
the cryptocurreny industry.
MNS token will be in a constant demand for all cryptocurrency holders, as it will be
the required currency for them to participate in this swift and hassle free multinetwork swap. This will result in MNSs continually being traded between their Fiat
currencies and MNS, with this demand, it is clear as day that MNSwap will have the
potential to be listed in major exchanged and partnered with VIPs who deemed high
aptitude for the use case of MNSwap.
The above reason will subsequently have a direct causation effect on investors,
regardless of their interest in e-currency. With MNSwap’s potential being

recognised, Investors are likely to regard MNSwap as a profitable investment,
resulting them to hop on and become part of MNSwap’s community.
In the current Cryptospace, market sentiments are generally built with hype and
sustained with utility of the token. With MNSwap, we will hype the coin as one of
the first multi-network token and acquire mass adoption targeting all cryptocurrency
community. We will then ensure the sustainability of the token by offering
unparallel utility that encourages the community to hold onto MNSs to prevent
pump and dumps, which will benefit anyone in the community regardless of their
demographics and goals with MNSwap.

Why Binance Smart Chain (BSC)?
ERC-20 projects are unable to conduct any microtransaction payments on
Ethereum due to high Ethereum gas fees. This makes it impossible to use the
Ethereum network for one of its main applications. MNS was deployed on the
Binance Smart Chain with the purpose of improving DeFi users. This ensures that
transactions, trading, placement of bets are all carried out at the lowest possible
cost while keeping the maximum possible yields.

Token Overview
Allocation
900,000,000,000,000,000 MNS Max Supply
25% - Presale
10% - Airdrop
25% - Liquidity
25% - To be burnt
10% - Event/Marketing
5% - Dev Wallet (Locked for one year)

Tokenomics
Autoburn – 5%
5% of every transaction every transaction will auto burned, making the supply
scarcer thus making MNS gain value over time.
Auto LP – 5%
Another 5% of every transaction will be added into the liquidity pool for stability
in price.

Unlike other tokens who takes a % of every transaction for marketing purposes,
MNSwap generates funds for marketing via small fees from users
hosting/participating on our platform. This will result in larger amount of money
going into liquidity pool and being burnt, ensuing a better tokenomic.

MNSwap Platform
How will MNSwap benefit holders?
Holders will be able to use MNSwap for various purposes to make their everyday
transactions simpler than ever by using MNS as a currency on our platform.

How will MNSwap benefit investors?
Investors looking to grow their portfolio will definitely be interested in
MNSwap as the first bridge cryptocurrency in the market.
• Investors can deposit MNS in their app and use as fee for seamless
transactions in the blockchain.
• Investors interested in owning cryptocurrency of their choice will have the
luxury to do so at low cost.

• Holding MNS ultimately be beneficial to investors as its usefulness will
make the token attractive and invaluable with more holders.

Disclaimer
The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or
comprehensive and does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit
effect any elements of a contractual relationship.
The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential token holders with
pertinent information for them to thoroughly analyse the project and make an
informed decision. Prior to your participation in the purchase of MNSwap, we
strongly advocate a careful study of this whitepaper all the documents associated
with the same, including the contract in relation to the purchase of the same.
You may even engage the services of appropriate experts to help you with
investment analysis. Certain statements, estimates and financial information
featured in this whitepaper are forward-looking statements that are based on and take
into consideration certain known and unknown contingencies and risks which in
eventuality may cause the estimated results or may differ factually and substantially
from the featured estimates or results extrapolated or expressed in such forwardlooking statements herewith.
The MNSwap team reserves the right to add/alter the function of MNSwap
platform wherever deemed beneficial to the growth of the company.

